
Serengeti Safari Camp Central
Central Serengeti

Darum geht´s:

This is Nomad Tanzania’s pioneering mobile camp that moves seasonally to be in the best possible location to witness the great
migration herds; still doing it in East African tented style with migration-chasing adventures.

Nomad Tanzania was among the first companies to start mobile safaris in the Greater Serengeti and is the only one that still moves
camp 4 - 5 times a year to be in the best possible location to catch the action. The camp strikes a balance between comfort and
mobility. Camp life is epitomised by early morning tea delivered to your tent, gin and tonics around the campfire, meals shared
around a communal table and hot safari bucket showers before retiring to a cosy bed. Days are spent out in search of the herds
and accompanying predators, possibly with a picnic breakfast or lunch.

Serengeti Safari Camp has just 6 open-plan walk-in meru tents, with an en-suite bathroom at the rear. One of these tents is a
family tent with two bedrooms and an adjoining sittting area.

Sie haben Fragen? Ich helfe Ihnen gern weiter.

Heiko Schierz
Reiseberatung Kenia, Tansania

Telefon: +49 351 31207-244
E-Mail: h.schierz@diamir.de

Highlights Fakten

Landeskategorie:     
Mindestaufenthalt: eine Nacht
Tourcode: WT24422
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Zimmer

Meru-style en-suite tents

The Serengeti Safari Camp was one of the first camps to imitate the
seasonal migration of the wildebeest migration, moving 4/5 times a year to
be in the best possible location to see the herds. We have maintained the
original pioneering feel of the camp and you can be assured of a
comfortable bed, a hot shower and a flush toilet (we operate on strict
environmentally friendly principles and use eco-flush loos which use very
little water - 90% less than a conventional toilet, in fact).

There's a spacious bedroom and dressing area, with a sink and big jugs of
cold water, and hot provided in the morning and evening or whenever you
need it. The safari-style bucket shower is en-suite at the rear of the tent, as
is the toilet.

The beds are comfy and made up with fresh linen and soft pillows. There
are chairs on the verandah where you can relax and enjoy the unfettered
view of Africa before you .

Meru-style family tent

Our family safari tents are perfect for families travelling with children.
Designed to the same footprint and make up of our beautiful safari tents,
they have two full size safari tents, each with their own ensuite bathroom
and connected via an adjoining lounge area.

Aktivitäten
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Game drives in search of the migration

The priority from Serengeti Safari Camp is usually to find the Great
Migration. You'll set off early morning in a shared vehicle with one of our
exceptional Nomad guides in search of the herds, and the plethora of other
wildlife that call the Serengeti home. Depending on what everyone in your
group fancies doing for the day, you'll either return for lunch in camp,
before heading out again in the afternoon. Or, you may all decide to take a
picnic lunch with you and spend the whole day exploring the Serengeti.

We always recommend that you consider a private car and guide so there
are no limits to your game viewing – as you wont be sharing the vehicle with
anyone else, you’ll be able to indulge your own interests…without having to
endure other peoples.

Mobilitätshinweis

Wir sind verpflichtet darauf hinzuweisen, dass diese Unterkunft im Allgemeinen für Personen mit eingeschränkter Mobilität nicht
geeignet ist. Im Einzelfall sprechen Sie uns bitte an.
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